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The Next Steps for Distributors
Moving forward as technology’s pace of change increases
This article examines challenges and what distributors should expect in the next five years.
By Jenel Stelton-Holtmeier
and Lindsay Young
In the year or so leading up to Y2K, many
distributors upgraded their computer systems
to protect their businesses from what was supposed to be a widespread system breakdown
when the clock struck midnight on Jan. 1, 2000.
The scare fueled massive technology investment
in businesses worldwide.
And now, thanks to technological improvements making viable solutions more affordable
and scalable to distributors of all sizes, many are
looking to invest again or transition from their
legacy systems to an off-the-shelf solution or a
modernized interface.
In a recent MDM survey, about 24 percent
of respondents said they plan to make a technology investment in the next year, and another
24 percent are currently researching options to
upgrade or buy new technology.
Distributors say they face many challenges,
including finding the right fit for their company,
agreeing on a price tag that fits their budgets,
and ensuring support and training from the
software provider post-purchase. Keeping up
with the rapid changes in technology can also be
difficult, especially for smaller distributors.
Forces of Change
Consolidation of software providers has both
constrained and opened options for distributors
looking to upgrade or invest in technology.
The Internet continues to change the way
technology providers and distributors look at
their businesses. A generational shift will force
many distribution companies to keep pace with
technological advancements, lest they miss out
on the best and brightest in a young work force.
In addition to these factors, the twists and
turns in the economy may put a crimp on technology investment on a larger scale – though
some providers say that distributors are showing increased interest in software that helps
them better manage their costs.
Mike Briglia, vice president for wholesale
distribution/consumer packaged goods at
IBM Corp, says current economic conditions
haven’t necessarily slowed investment, at least

from IBM’s point of view: “The larger and more
capitalized companies are doing all they can to
protect their capital plans and are continuing to
move forward with significant technology investments despite the current trends. We’re not
seeing any company tap on the brake with major
initiatives.”
Keeping Up
Luke Bucklin, president of Sierra Bravo Corp.,
says that technology is growing at such an accelerated rate that distributors and software providers to the industry face challenges in staying
up-to-date. He gives online videos as an example. “Everyone knows how easy it is to upload a
video so everybody can see it,” he says.
The challenge comes when a 22-year-old in
the position of product manager asks why he
can’t make a video of how a product will work
and upload that video to the distributor’s Web
site, where people can then buy the product.
“The availability and ease of use will put pressure on software vendors to keep up with the
generation that is populating the work force,”
Bucklin says.
Distributors are also challenged to meet the
needs of their customers, whose work force is
also seeing a generational shift. The move from
faxing an order to emailing an order is one example of such a shift that has already happened.
“Two to three years from now, how will
customers want to interface – with instant messaging, their cell phones, Twitter? People will be
attracted to this new technology,” Bucklin says.
“The distributor’s problem is not new. It has
always been keeping up with technology and
making sure you are doing business the way
your customer wants to. It just keeps getting
worse faster.”
But deciding when to bring in new technology can be tricky, says Don Waltzer, president of
distributor H&C Tool Supply and Hewes Fastener Division, Rochester, NY.
“It’s always the challenge with technology to determine how quickly you wanted to
jump on the boat,” he says. “If you jump on
too quickly you might end up going down the
wrong road. If you wait too long you run the
risk of losing the advantage of technology.”
Choosing a vendor committed to the distribution industry provides long-term benefits in
keeping up. “Over the long-term your system
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will evolve on a more consistent and steady rate
with the technology,” Bucklin says. “There will
always be something new in technology that
is not supported, but in a year the vendor will
incorporate the solution.”
Reaching Out
Smaller distributors are generally looking to
simplify their IT needs, even though those needs
are similar to those of larger distributors.
The challenge for small or mid-size distribution companies is that many are under-invested
in technology and in infrastructure, says Ross
Elliott, chief technology officer for supply chain
execution software provider Accellos.
The operating environments in IT today are
lower in price – a good thing – but also require
a special-purpose server for each component,
complicating the management of these assets. “I
have a Web server, I have a mail server, I have
a database server and an applications server,”
Elliott explains.
“If you assume the IT infrastructure is small
anyway, you’ve taken what they had to do
before – manage one large server that took care
of everything – and now they have eight or 10 or
12 that have to intercommunicate and so on. The
job has not become easier; it’s become harder.”
Software companies need to find a way to
make that simpler for smaller companies, Elliott
says. “From a standpoint of not forcing your
under-teched distribution company to log into
five or 10 different systems, we in the software
industry have to think about bringing all of this
together in a composite framework so they can
see data from me on the same page they can see
data from Infor or Activant, or other providers.”
Elliott sees an opportunity for the larger ERP
providers to address the smaller end of the market. SAP has made a concerted effort recently to
sell to small and mid-sized distributors.
SAP concedes that it has not been easy to
change distributors’ perceptions.
“One of the challenges SAP faces and is
starting to overcome, is that SAP is not just for
the big companies,” says Karen Lynch, SAP’s
vice president of global wholesale distribution.
Making the Change
Chris Jones, executive vice president of solutions
and services at Descartes, a provider focused
on transportation logistics, expects that over the
next five years there will be more commoditization of software, with lower prices, more package capabilities and more reaching out to small
and mid-sized companies, where the market is
ripe.

“There are thousands of people out there
that do things like route their trucks on a piece
of paper or in the driver’s head,” he says. “It’s
self-evident that they may need to use something different. But they’re not going to drop six
figures for a system. So you’d better have a lowcost way of getting to these people.”
Bucklin says that any distributor making a
change or adding onto their current technology
should set realistic expectations. “The users will
get frustrated,” he says.
“There are always horror stories because the
expectation was set that the new system was going to be immediately better.”
But he says distributors should expect a shift
will not be immediately better, but instead immediately worse. Processes are often redefined,
and some new processes may be less efficient
even if they yield benefits not seen before.
Waltzer has gone through systems changes
at his previous work places. He says senior
managers must be careful about forcing the new
system into place. “Don’t make the mistake of
bringing on a flawed offering,” he says.
In addition, he says distributors should budget 50 percent more than they think they need.
And understand where the Return on Investment will come from with the new system.
For example, if you can accommodate customers with certain needs in half the time, you
still may not eke out any more productivity from
the person who was serving them, he says.
Moving Forward
Software evaluation has grown more qualitative
because software packages have reached a level
of maturity with common capabilities. In many
cases, this has made it more difficult for distributors to choose which path to take.
Steve Epner, founder of BSW Consulting
Group LLC, suggests that to start, distributors
should identify the critical things they do that
make them better and different from their competitors.
Rod Winger, director of product marketing
for Epicor, says that each distributor’s situation
is different when it comes to making a decision
on technology.
“The advice I would give is to ask them:
Where are you headed? Where are you today?
What is your strategy? Are you in a growth
mode? Are you competitive from a pricing point
of view?
“These are the types of things that will dictate what you need from technology. It is very
situational.”
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The Impact of Consolidation
Market looks vastly different from a decade ago; is this good or bad?
This article focuses on the relatively recent consolidation in distribution software and its impact on the
distribution industry.
By Jenel Stelton-Holtmeier
and Lindsay Young
Take a snapshot in 1995 of software for distributors. The picture is fragmented. For the most
part, there were small providers, most focused
on one or two product sectors. The landscape
today looks very different from even five years
ago – not to mention the vast shift we’ve seen
over the past decade.
Consolidation of software providers in
the early part of this decade resulted in fewer
distribution-only software players and the
phasing out of the smallest solutions. The small
independent ERP provider is still going strong
in only a few subsectors.
Large software providers such as SAP,
Oracle and Microsoft have grown more competitive in the distribution space.
In part fueled by the pressure to grow, Activant Solutions and Infor both bought into the
market in the past five years by acquiring longtime distribution software providers, Prophet
21, NxTrend and daly.commerce. Intuit – which
buoyed its position in distribution with its purchase of Eclipse – sold the platform to Activant
last year.
Many of these software companies now see
distribution as a high-growth opportunity with
industry-specific needs. In many cases, distribution is no longer being lumped with retail or
manufacturing when it comes to marketing and
development.
Still, many distributors openly question
whether industry-specific needs are being met in
this new rolled-up environment.
Some were working with software companies specializing in their distribution segment;
now they are working with larger companies
with a different style of management, a much
broader reach in the distribution market and a
different set of corporate objectives.
Has this sea change been good or bad for
distributors? What tradeoffs have distributors
had to make in this new environment? High
levels of sector-specific service has in some cases
been sacrificed for more generic attention. But
distributors have gained more stability on the

financial and software development fronts – arguably a good thing when it comes to long-term
value and support for their systems.
Without question, competition has intensified as the universe of software providers into
wholesale distribution grows less fragmented.
Distributors are left with fewer options, but according to one industry veteran, the new class of
software providers has an opportunity to make
those options better as they grow and learn in
the industry.
Factors Driving Consolidation
Three factors fueled a wave of selloffs of smaller
distribution software companies at the start of
this decade.
First, a major recession that started at the
end of 2001 and continued through the next
couple of years in the U.S. hit the manufacturing, distribution and software industries hard.
The Internet bust and Y2K also had a big
impact on the operations of software companies,
according to Tim Reynolds, president of Tribute
Inc., a niche software provider to fluid power
and hose distributors.
“What Y2K did was take two years of forward demand and move it backwards,” Reynolds says.
Many distributors had upgraded their computer systems to protect their businesses from
what was supposed to be (but wasn’t) a widespread system breakdown when the clock struck
midnight on Jan. 1, 2000.
The Y2K selling frenzy and the subsequent
Internet bust sparked skepticism in the strategic nature of software to a business. “Before
this, it was taken on faith that the software was
strategic to distributors,” Reynolds says. “Now
we have to demonstrate it. I think that’s very
healthy, but it’s a big change.”
And the transition from green-screen applications to Windows was a “step change” that
forced software providers to stay relevant or
leave the industry.
They had to tap “entirely different technical skills” and programmers had to learn new
languages and embark on multi-year projects to
update their offerings. “It took a major investment in training,” Reynolds says, to adapt to
graphical interfaces.
Most small companies the size of Reynolds’
Tribute were owned or run by people who were
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Activant and Infor: Growth in the Distribution Software Industry
Two major players in distribution software are the results of a long line of acquisitions. In the end, Activant and Infor
acquired three of the key distribution-centric software providers from the 1990s: NxTrend, Eclipse and Prophet 21.
Here’s a look at how Activant Solutions and Infor grew to where they are today. (Most deals represented.)

Infor
1993
1995
1997
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

R&D Systems Company decides to focus on wholesale distribution
R&D Systems Company changes name to NxTrend Technology Inc.
NxTrend acquires Ultimate Data Systems
NxTrend acquires Goretek Data Systems and Saber Systems
NxTrend acquired by BuildNet Inc.
BuildNet Inc. files for bankruptcy; NxTrend emerges independent
Agilisys, software provider for manufacturers and distributors, formed
NxTrend acquires Dimasys Software
Agilisys acquires daly.commerce and NxTrend
Agilisys changes name to Infor Global Solutions,
reflecting 2003 acquisition of German company named Infor
Infor acquires Formation Systems
Infor acquires Datastream Systems Inc. and SSA Global

Activant
1990s
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Prophet 21 grows in wholesale distribution software and goes public in 1994
Prophet 21 taken private in management buyout in $70 million deal
Intuit acquires Eclipse Inc.
Prophet 21 acquires Systems Design Inc. and Faspac Systems Inc.
Prophet 21 acquires Dynamic Data Systems and Distributor Information
Systems Corp. (DISC)
Activant Solutions acquires Prophet 21 for $215 million
Activant acquires Speedware Corp. to complement Prophet 21
Activant is acquired by two private equity firms: Hellman & Friedman LLC
and Thoma Cressey Equity Partners
Activant acquires Silk Systems
Activant buys Eclipse from Intuit for $100 million
Source: MDM Archives

close to retirement. “They were not interested
in putting more money into their company and
maybe did not have the capabilities themselves
to make that kind of investment or the knowledge necessary to manage those types of projects,” Reynolds says.
“What you had was a large number of undercapitalized companies because of the downturn in business who had either failed to make
or decided to not make the technology change.
Some of them went out of business, but most of
them, as an exit strategy, sold to the consolidators.”
The Consolidators
Rod Winger sold his warehouse management
software company, TDC Solutions Inc., to Epicor
in 2003.
“We’ve seen a whole group swallowed up
by the larger companies,” says Winger, now
Epicor’s director of product marketing. “I will
bet the number of smaller software providers
has been reduced by 80 percent if I were to do a

company name count of who is left as a standalone vendor.”
And with larger companies like SAP and
Oracle now reaching into the middle market of
distribution for customers, Winger does not believe there will be a resurgence of smaller niche
software companies in the distribution space
anytime soon.
“I don’t see the opportunity that was there
12 years ago when I first started my company. It
is tough to compete when the competition is no
longer just 100 or so niche players. Today you’re
competing with a handful of large companies
with more resources.”
Activant Solutions and Infor have been two
of the more prominent consolidators in the distribution software industry.
Activant’s most recent acquisition was also
one of its biggest in recent years. The software
provider bought Eclipse from Intuit for $100 million in July 2007.
It’s also known for its purchase of long-time
distribution software provider Prophet 21 for
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$215 million in September 2005 from a private
equity firm.
The acquisition brought Activant full-throttle into the wholesale distribution sector. Before
its acquisition by Activant, Prophet 21 had a
long history of acquisitive growth in the space.
Infor, a $2.2 billion software company, is
another big player in the distribution sector. In
March 2004, as Agilisys, it bought into distribution with its purchase of daly.commerce.
In June 2004, it purchased NxTrend, Colorado Springs, CO, also a distribution-focused
software provider. NxTrend itself was a consolidator in the industry, acquiring a series of
distribution-focused companies from the ‘90s
until it was acquired in 2004. Over 25 years,
NxTrend built and acquired a customer base of
1,900 companies.
“We cover the entire ERP ecosystem,” says
Gary Rippen, Infor’s director of distribution
industry marketing, of his company’s acquisition strategy.
“Across the board, we can pretty much
come in with our core distribution products
and dot around that entire ERP system with the
systems a customer is looking for. We fill a lot of
gaps in a lot of different areas.”
Distributors on smaller niche systems that
have been acquired by companies such as Infor
and Activant say they feel pressure to migrate
to the parent’s core product offerings, though
most software providers have maintained support, however minimal, for even the smallest of
systems.
But as Reynolds says, developing and maintaining “domain expertise” is a difficult and
expensive task for consolidators. It is especially
daunting if the expertise must be spread across
multiple market segments.
Activant says it maintains service levels on
acquired software packages, but also helps distributors examine whether newer technologies
will bring more value and ROI to their businesses, says Russ Mellott, vice president and general
manager for Activant.
“If that is determined, the biggest value we
add as the combined company is the ability to
leverage resources on their existing platform to
work in the migration to the new platform to
ensure the highest level of success while minimizing any disruptions to their daily business,”
Mellott says.
Impact of Consolidation
Charles Gray, owner of Machinery and Factory Industrial Supply, Racine, WI, believes that
every software provider has something good

to offer. However, finding a complete package
that meets the needs of his small company is a
challenge.
He attributes that in part to consolidation.
“Every time a company gets bigger, they suffer
a certain amount of service loss,” he says. “And
for me and my company, service is important,
especially in the tech world.”
At the same time, smaller software companies can’t necessarily provide all the functionality that Gray is looking for. “They say they’re
as good as the big players, but really they may
have one or two or three modules that are OK,
and that’s it,” he says.
That’s the dilemma many of the smaller
distributors see in the face of consolidation.
On one hand, the companies left standing
after the latest wave of consolidation are more
financially viable than in the past.
Ross Elliott, who was an executive with
NxTrend when it was sold to Infor and now is
executive vice president and chief technology
officer of supply chain execution software company, Accellos, says that “less than 20 percent
of all software companies with revenues of less
than $20 million are properly capitalized, which
suggests that many of the distribution software
companies were constantly living near the danger zone and their customers along with them.”
Along with financial stability, consolidation
into a larger company can provide research and
development stability.
The uncertainty of whether a smaller company would exist in a few years may stunt its
development of new products.
Consolidation may force a company to give
up 10-20 percent of the feature-function capability of a product.
But customization allows those nuances to
be built in on a case-by-case basis, says Epicor’s
Winger. The challenge for a small distribution
company is supporting and realizing sufficient
ROI on that customization.
Consolidation also offers the opportunity
for distributors to better integrate their systems,
says Scott Pugmire, senior vertical industry
manager for Sage Software. Larger companies
often acquire niche providers to fill gaps in service, he says.
Infor’s Rippen agrees: “I think a bigger
company has more opportunity to bring in more
options and has the technology expertise to give
the customer what he wants.”
Steve Raines, president of RMP Industrial
Supply Inc., Fort Worth, TX, says that’s the case
for his company. RMP recently began implementing a Software as a Service (SaaS) option
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from Activant after using Acclaim from Activant’s Prophet 21 for more than a decade.
“They were able to offer us the changes we
were looking for, and it just made sense since
we’d been with Prophet 21 for so long,” Raines
says.
The Flip Side
On the other hand, niche solutions have grown
scarce, narrowing the choices that distributors
have. Gray needed a software provider that
would meet a specialized need.
But when he began his search for a new software provider, one large distribution software
provider was hesitant to even provide a quote to
develop a program that would cater to his need
for cylinder management functions for his welding supply unit.
“They said, ‘If you need that, we simply
don’t have it,’” Gray says. Gray’s company is
currently using a niche software provider that
meets that need.
While many of the acquired niche programs
are still out there, thanks to maintenance by
consolidators, “you’re still stuck on obsolete
software,” Reynolds says.
“But now your strategic systems partner is
a guy who has a much more generic vision of
what his business is than what you used to have.
The domain knowledge of your specific business
and needs is disappearing.”
Zach Nelson, president and CEO of NetSuite, a Software as a Service-focused provider
founded with seed capital from Oracle CEO
Larry Ellison, believes consolidation of traditional applications is bad for distributors. He
says the level of investment and focus on the
distribution market segment inevitably shrinks
as a company’s portfolio grows. “
Luke Bucklin, president of Sierra Bravo
Corp., which works with distributors to adapt
their legacy systems to modern technology, says
that niche providers are finding it harder to
remain competitive.
“I’ll think we’ll continue to see consolidation
and deprecation of these systems,” he says.
Bucklin does not believe this is necessarily
bad.
“I think (the consolidators) will continue
to evolve their product. So I think we will have
fewer choices, but they will be fewer better

choices when it comes to what type of solution
people can choose.”
Forecast
The general consensus is that the major wave of
consolidation in distribution software is over. Elliott says that in the ERP space, software providers will likely look for strategic buys to fill holes
in their product strategies.
“But there isn’t much more to buy,” he says.
“The major buys have taken place.”
He sees more opportunity in the complementary side of the market. For example, in
the supply chain execution space, the average
company size is $2 million to $4 million and
undercapitalized, according to Elliott.
Companies this small usually aren’t attractive to the bigger players who need to see an
acquisition “move the needle,” so to speak, but
they are attractive to a smaller software player
like Elliott’s Accellos.
Software companies with a history of acquisitions are likely to stay on that road, filling gaps
in their product offerings.
Pugmire says that Sage will look at acquisitive and organic growth opportunities as
it looks to expand into new markets. Infor says
the same. “If there is an area we want to get
involved in, it’s always a strong possibility,”
Rippen says.
Activant plans to focus on opportunities
with existing customers in the next year, Mellott
says.
“However, based on where the market is
today and the valuations of software companies,
we are still looking at certain opportunities that
could provide some immediate benefit to our
organization,” he says.
SAP is more apt to focus on organic growth,
according to Karen Lynch, vice president of
global wholesale distribution for SAP. Any acquisitions would fill gaps in current offerings.
Epicor’s Winger says that with new technologies making waves in the marketplace, consolidation is not over.
“You’ve got companies pushing specifically
on the Software as a Service (SaaS) side of things
now,” Winger says. “With that, there will always
be new companies that come into play. And
with them, more acquisitions will likely take
place.”
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Niche Software Player Stays Focused
Tribute Inc. sees opportunity in one distribution sector
Tribute Inc. president Tim Reynolds has run the
niche software player for 15 years, and has no plans
to broaden his company’s scope or sell.

order processing, allowing distributors to manage a large job assembled using external fabrications and complex bills of material over a long
period of time.

By Lindsay Young
Like many of the original ERP software packages for distributors, Tribute was developed by
a distributor for its own use. The company – BW
Rogers Co., Akron, OH, a Parker-Hannifin distributor – was run by a man who had graduated
with a degree in computer science and led the
effort to computerize the company.
As the program became successful, other
distributors in the sector wanted to buy it, and
what started out as a software package for the
distributor’s own use evolved into a software
company. “That’s not at all unusual in the history of our business,” says Tim Reynolds, now
president of Tribute Inc., Hudson, OH. Many of
the companies now owned by the consolidators
in the industry started this way.
Focus on Fluid Power
Reynolds bought Tribute from BW Rogers in
1994. At that time the customer base was about
100. Tribute, which remains independent, is a
niche provider focused on fluid power and hose,
rubber and gasket distributors. It has grown its
customer base threefold with customers in every
state but Nevada, Idaho and Montana. Tribute’s
sweet spot is companies with 15-25 employees,
with 80 percent under $10 million in annual
sales.
Distributors in Tribute’s customer base
often perform value-added activities, such as
kit assembly and light manufacturing. “These
are distributors who typically have engineering
expertise and are adding to the manufacturer’s
product,” Reynolds says.
Tribute has created “subsystems” to meet
subsector needs in the fluid power arena. In the
belting industry, for example, the distributor has
to manage the cutting of a large roll of conveyor
belt. Tribute’s programs help them map that process. In the hose business, hose assemblies are
typically given a “smart part” number for the
entire assembly. “We have a program that helps
them generate the bill of materials by entering
in the smart part number,” Reynolds says. “It
makes it fast and possible for our customers to
do hose assemblies as a counter item.”
Tribute also includes manufacturing work

Staying in the Niche
Reynolds has resisted broadening the scope of
his company. “Even today, I believe there is a
role for a niche player in this market,” he says.
In fact, Tribute has turned down sales opportunities outside its core customer base.
One benefit of remaining a niche provider
is that Tribute’s work force is focused on just
one sector of distribution. Tribute has benefited
from a work force of 40 employees with an average time at the company of nine years. “These
people really understand the specific nature of
the business and the customers that we serve,”
he says.
When Tribute hires a support person, the
new employee does a two-week internship
working for the customer to better understand
what it is like to use Tribute’s software. Support people go on-site regularly after that. “If a
support person does not ever see a customer, it
would be easy to become cynical.” The way you
combat that, Reynolds says, is to ensure your
support people and customers know each other
and understand where the other is coming from.
“In a niche business you can do that,” he says.
Programmers also visit customers regularly.
Because the company’s user group is mostly
homogenous, it’s easy for programmers to take
recommendations made by one user and expand
that to benefit the rest of Tribute’s customers.
In addition, Reynolds says that because Tribute
is focused on one type of customer, it does not
have to worry about making tradeoffs in the
system. “We don’t have to be generic,” he says.
“Our programs tend to be much more integrated
within each other than others can be.”
Strategic Strength
The provider has also established a close relationship with the industry by participating in
the Fluid Power Distributors Association, the
National Association of Hose and Accessories
Distributors and NIBA, the Belting Association.
“We think of ourselves as members of the industry,” he says.
“From a strategy point of view, it works
very well to stay focused,” Reynolds says. “In
terms of ability to compete in our niche, it gives
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us enormous strength to compete against the
consolidated players.”
That said, Reynolds acknowledges there are
some challenges to remaining a niche player.
“The challenges tend to be balanced,” he says.
“I’m not able in my programming department to

■

run seven or eight projects at the same time. But
I’m rarely called on to do that.
“Generally, I’m able to stage my development work to meet what my customers need.
We offer a full package from the perspective of
my niche market.”

MDM Interview

Updating Legacy Systems
The challenges & opportunities in making the change
Luke Bucklin, president of Sierra Bravo Corp., has
worked with distributors for more than two decades,
most recently in updated legacy systems using
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). SOA allows
companies to adapt their current systems to modern
technology. Here’s what Bucklin is seeing in the current market for SOA and what distributors should
expect.
MDM: How do companies go about modernizing their legacy systems, and how do you help
them to do that?
Luke Bucklin: Legacy systems have changed
with the customer over time. They eventually
realize that the system is not modern. It doesn’t
integrate cleanly with e-mail or their CRM application. They can’t print invoices the way they
want them to look. It’s a constant challenge.
So they look at the new systems out there
and wonder whether they should bite the bullet
and solve these problems. Or they look at some
combination of sticking it out until they sell the
business or merge with another company that
has its own technology. Or they consider investing in the legacy system to get over the technology hump.
One of the things we do is modernize the
applications. We will go through and adapt the
system to a graphical user interface or Webbased interface so that employees can work in a
modern environment.
These systems have become so incredibly
feature-rich with features specific to that organization that it’s hard to say, ‘Well, I’m going
to go with an Oracle solution.’ All of a sudden
they have to rebuy all of those features. And it’s
expensive.
MDM: What challenges do distributors face in
modernizing their legacy applications?
LB: Their systems are old, but they’re mature.

The newer systems haven’t had time to evolve
to that degree. The other problem is that distributors are used to working their own way
and devising their own processes. Those that
have worked with legacy systems for 20 years
are accustomed to constantly making changes
to the applications. They take it for granted how
flexible their system has become, so it is difficult
for them to make the change.
MDM: Will most distributors eventually upgrade?
LB: Eventually. People will upgrade and move
to newer products. But software vendors will
have to prove their systems to be feature-rich.
And there are so many horror stories about
failed conversions that I think it will take some
time for the vendors to gain the trust of the
people they are trying to convert.
I didn’t always think that. My thinking was
that people would start to build this library of
Web services to incorporate new technology into
their legacy system, and that vendors would
come out with applications to allow people
to continue to manage this highly customized
system and remain in control of the business
processes they want. In this way, they are not
tied to the limitations of a legacy interface. It
eliminates the barriers but retains the value.
It is solid theory. The challenge is there isn’t
enough talent out there to execute on the theory.
That’s where we run into trouble. I would say
the technology for SOA has evolved wonderfully. Vendors have developed good middleware.
But it’s left to the software vendors to develop
hooks into the system so the theory can be realized.
There are not enough people out there to
manage that process.
MDM: How can distributors successfully maintain and upgrade their legacy systems?
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LB: If a distributor has a vision of how the technology will serve the organization, how it can
serve the customers and keep them competitive,
and if they have realistic expectations of the investment from an energy and money standpoint
to realize that vision, they can win with Service
Oriented Architecture. They can make it work.
But it’s not a trivial thing. You can’t put your
office manager in charge of finding these bestin-class programs and hiring vendors to pull it
all together. It needs to be someone’s primary
responsibility.
To try to do it and fail can be very costly. It’s
a huge job. And the resources are scarce, which
makes them expensive. If you’re committed, it
may be worth it for a larger distributor to build
it out. But for a smaller distributor, it may be
harder to leverage the technology in a meaningful way.
MDM: What advice would you provide distributors considering making a shift from their
legacy systems to an off-the-shelf package?
LB: If you can buy a piece of software off-theshelf that does what you need, that is always the
best option. Don’t build a custom solution if you
don’t need to.
You will join a community of users that are
benefiting from a common development effort,

and the community is funding that effort.
There is a long-term benefit with pairing
yourself with a software vendor committed to
providing solutions to the industry. Over the
long-term your system will evolve on a more
consistent and steady rate with the technology.
There will always be something new in technology that the vendor will incorporate into the
solution.
MDM: What is your forecast for this market?
LB: I think that smaller distributors will start to
migrate from their legacy systems because the
gap between what they do now and what they
want them to do will grow.
Technology is growing faster than it was five
or 10 years ago. The legacy systems experts are
retiring and are not necessarily being replaced
with a new crew of young legacy system developers.
Smaller distributors benefit by having a
small group of programmers making daily systems changes come to life overnight. But those
days are going to be gone as the talent pool dries
up.
They will eventually have no choice but to
migrate or upgrade unless they are willing to
commit to the cost of retaining the necessary
technical resources.

Software as a Service Gains Ground
On-demand software is alternative to hosting data, applications on-site
This article examines the pros and cons of Software
as a Service, a model of software deployment where
the distributor, for a monthly fee, accesses a business
application over the Internet.
By Jenel Stelton-Holtmeier
and Lindsay Young
In an industry where margins are tight, upgrading technology is often put off until absolutely
necessary. High upfront costs and licensing fees
for new products deter many businesses from
making an investment. But a recent trend – Software as a Service – may be opening doors for
even the smallest of distributors to buy into new
technology.
Not everybody believes that Software as a
Service, or SaaS – a model of software deployment where an application is hosted as a service
and accessed by the customer over the Internet
for a monthly fee – is the end-all and be-all. Still,

most believe SaaS is and will continue to be a
critical force in the distribution software market.
The concept of SaaS is not new, says Tim
Reynolds, president of Tribute Inc., a niche software provider to fluid power and hose distributors. “SaaS in some ways is really quite old,”
he says. “One of the original ERP companies
provided a hosted service and mailed distributors paper reports.”
SaaS in its modern form – accessed over the
Internet – is starting to catch on in the industry
as an alternative to client-server ERP and niche
applications. With SaaS, distributors do not need
to buy and install applications on their own
computers – a key selling point on the cost front.
While updates to client-server applications can
be costly, both in manpower and in dollars, SaaS
providers say all subscribers benefit from updates to their software without the on-site work
needed in client-server applications.
Though only a smattering of providers
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Emerging Technology Trends
Consulting firm Gartner Inc. has identified emerging technologies that will have a “transformational business impact”
and should be “strongly considered for adoption by technology partners in the next 10 years,” according to the firm’s
recent report, “Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2008.” Among Gartner’s choices: Service-Oriented Architecture, which it says can drive “deep changes in the role and capabilities of IT.” Here are some of the other trends:
Cloud Computing: As companies seek for more cost-effective IT solutions, interest is growing in drawing more
services from the so-called “cloud,” tapping into applications via the Internet. Software as a Service is a type of
cloud computing. With this, companies do not host the data or applications on their own computers or servers.
Social Computing Platforms: The success of consumer-oriented sites such as MySpace and Facebook hold
promise for the role that online networking can play in collaboration in the business world.
Video Telepresence: High-end video conferencing systems that use large, high-definition displays and
components to show life-size images of participants in meeting rooms have proven more effective than earlier
generations of videoconferencing technology in providing a strong sense of in-room presence between remote
participants. High cost is a barrier to adoption.
Microblogging: This is a new addition to the world of social networking, where contributors post a stream of
very short messages providing information about their current activity or thoughts. The phenomenon has caught
on, and leading-edge companies are investigating its role in enhancing other social media and channels. Gartner
says trends like microblogging typically catch on with consumers before moving into a business environment.

focus exclusively on the SaaS model, including
NetSuite and salesforce.com, more of the on-site
software providers such as SAP, Infor Global
Solutions and Activant Solutions are looking into
or have already developed a product that either
is pure SaaS or a hybrid of their current ERP applications and on-demand software.
In a recent survey of MDM readers, just
about 40 percent of respondents have either
looked into SaaS or currently use a SaaS application. On the other end of the spectrum, 38.4
percent say they believe SaaS does not fit their
needs, and 22.2 percent say they are not familiar
with SaaS applications or the companies that
offer it.
Some distributors are taking a wait-and-see
attitude – they want to see SaaS work for other
distributors of similar size and scope before
jumping in.
Market Trends
If the recent Aberdeen survey of manufacturers is any indication, SaaS ERP installations are
a small percentage of the overall ERP market.
Most SaaS applications are still focused on
specific business needs, such as CRM, e-procurement and transportation management. But the
Aberdeen survey detected a shift: More companies in the survey said they would consider a
SaaS application for ERP than two years ago.
A different Aberdeen report found that the
closer an application comes to the core planning
and transactional elements of ERP, the lower the
adoption of SaaS models. That sentiment was
reflected in the MDM survey. Some respondents
said they would not consider SaaS for ERP but

would for other types of software.
“I’d like to say that I’m a big proponent
of SaaS in the distribution context,” says Ross
Elliott, chief technology officer for supply chain
execution software provider Accellos. “But no
one has yet proven that a distributor or any
other business person is willing to give up total
control of their financial information.
“The success stories in the SaaS world are
those applications that are non-mission critical
and require minimum setup and customization.”
Because SaaS is still a little-known model
of software delivery for distributors, companies
may look at implementing a SaaS option for
niche services such as routing before considering it for their entire systems, says Chris Jones,
executive vice president of solutions and services at Descartes, a software provider focused
on transportation logistics.
“With traditional software, if it doesn’t
work, you’re stuck with it,” Jones says. “In the
on-demand world, you can try it out.”
SaaS-based ERP providers say they recognize that education on the potential benefits of
SaaS in ERP applications is needed. “We spend
a lot of time on the first and second calls with
potential clients going through what SaaS is
all about and the total cost of ownership with
SaaS,” says Richard Sides, senior vice president
for Ramco Systems Corp.’s ERP OnDemand
North America. Ramco first developed an
on-premise application, and then built its SaaS
model for the small and medium-sized business
market based on that product. It has recently
begun targeting U.S. distributors with its OnDe-
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mand ERP.
Security Concerns
Distributor response to SaaS seems mixed in the
recent MDM survey. Many said they want to
retain control in-house, while others see benefits
in having their applications and data hosted
off-site, as they would with SaaS. Security and
down-time are both concerns.
Don Waltzer, president of distributor H&C
Tool Supply and Hewes Fastener Division,
Rochester, NY, questioned the reliability of SaaS.
“If we had a problem once a week with our ERP
system I would have a protest march going on,”
Waltzer says. “To bank the whole enterprise on
the SaaS model is really risky in my opinion.”
But Luke Bucklin, president of Sierra Bravo
Corp., says technology is growing more reliable, citing the fact that we can now watch TV
online. “The way we access computers today has
evolved significantly,” he says. “Bandwidth has
exploded over the past five years. A lot of the
challenges SaaS presented us five years ago have
been overcome.”
The Aberdeen report addressed security
concerns, saying on-premise operations may
not be as secure as businesses think they are,
and that as with any system, companies must
conduct appropriate due diligence.
Steve Epner, founder of Brown Smith Wallace Consulting Group, says concerns about security may be misplaced when it comes to SaaS.
“People are still afraid of the idea of somebody
else holding onto their data,” he says. “And
yet, from a technology standpoint, it’s not a big
deal. You can secure it. You can encrypt it. The
technology is there to protect you. People have
to be careful that they’re not worried about the
wrong thing.
“In looking at Software as a Service, I would
be less concerned with the security aspect, as
long as I knew I was dealing with a quality
vendor, and I would be more concerned with
how does this fit into the processes within my
organization?” BSW Consulting works with
distributors in making decisions about technology. The firm publishes an annual Distribution
Software Guide.
Total Cost of Ownership
SaaS is often touted as a solution for small
distributors, though some SaaS-based providers
have targeted the middle market.
Reynolds argues SaaS may not make
economic sense for a small distributor. “In my
niche it’s not very workable,” he says. About 80
percent of Reynolds’ distributor customers have

sales under $10 million. “SaaS has only become
economical in much larger companies.
“The fact is it’s not that hard to have a server
in a closet someplace and enough cables around
to have a network. It used to be a big problem.
In a 10-person distributor, a guy who is a pretty
good with computers is good enough. And if
you have a good software company that can
back him up, it works pretty well.”
SaaS-based ERP provider NetSuite CEO
Zach Nelson says that those who say that using
an on-premise application is, over time, the
same price as an ongoing subscription to a SaaS
product are discounting what it takes to manage
an on-premise solution.
“You have to install it, you have to upgrade
it, and you have hire people to keep it alive,”
he says. “I think they are also discounting the
notion of anytime-anywhere access. Those applications that are on-premise are notoriously
difficult to access from outside the firewall.”
At the end of the day, Nelson says, “If the
guy that writes the software is responsible for
running it, you’re going to have much better
software. It’s going to be more efficient, and
much cheaper.” The company formally created
a distribution-specific version of its suite of applications in 2004. Distributors make up about
25 percent of its customer base.
The Question of Customization
H&C Tool Supply’s Waltzer wonders whether
SaaS removes some of a distributor’s ability to
differentiate. “Every other distributor using that
capability will have the exact same service offering. A critical component of marketing is differentiation, and systems allow us to differentiate
by how we do things,” he says.
He’s not alone. A distributor in the MDM
survey said it expects SaaS “would probably be
too canned,” as the distributor has “too many
custom features.” Another distributor echoed
this: “We have too much that is designed or
modified to our specific needs and wants.”
With any SaaS model, a distributor can
customize reporting. But opinions vary as to
the extent to which a SaaS application can be a
tailored to a distributor’s needs.
Descartes’ Jones says the customization
concern should not keep companies from exploring SaaS for non-core business functions.
“Businesses should focus their internal IT on the
things that make them different as a company,
especially for smaller to mid-size distributors,”
Jones says.
“We have a product roadmap,” Ramco’s
Sides says. “We’re constantly taking input from
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the market in terms of what we should adopt.”
But Ramco “resists” a lot of custom tailoring to
its SaaS application, he says. “If we get clients
that really require a lot of custom tailoring on
the application then we introduce our standard
on-premise application.”
Elliott says the SaaS model does hold promise: “Give us 10 years, and I think things will
change. Customers want the kind of autonomy
to make the changes or to have the provider
make the changes for them.”
Bucklin also sees potential in SaaS – even
for customization. “From a technical standpoint,
there are no limitations to customization with
SaaS. It’s just a matter of how you configure it,”
he says.
“There’s a movement called version control
that manages software change. It has evolved
over the past five years in levels we would not
have dreamed of five years ago. The technology for software management will start solving
problems with customization. SaaS clients will
be allowed to have customized versions of the
software that, with minor effort, can take advantage of feature upgrades to the core package.”
New Market Entrants
SAP, Activant and other in-house software
providers are starting to integrate Web-enabled,
on-demand versions of their products into their
offerings. SaaS requires a change in how traditional providers approach product development,
according to some in the industry. Some of what
they are offering is not pure SaaS but a hosted
or hybrid solution that can provide some of the
same benefits for smaller distributors.
Both Activant and Infor have shown interest
and have developed models for smaller customers. “I think solutions need to become more
turnkey in certain respects,” says Russ Mellott,
vice president and general manager for Activant.
“Distributors will need to be as efficient as they
can be, with IT expenditures as razor-thin as
possible while still driving the business.”
“It is an area we are very much interested
in.” says Gary Rippen, Infor’s director of distribution industry marketing.
NetSuite’s Nelson believes that it will be difficult for traditional software providers to adapt
their current offerings to a pure SaaS model.
NetSuite has built its entire business on SaaS.
“You never want to say that there is no competition,” he says. “But I believe we are in a very
good position to meet the needs of distributors
in the future.”
Rod Winger, Epicor’s director of product
marketing, says Epicor is well-positioned to

compete in the SaaS market. “Our Epicor 9
product is completely designed for a SaaS deployment while still having an in-house option,”
Winger says. The SaaS option will be available in
the first quarter 2009.
Karen Lynch, SAP’s vice president of global
wholesale distribution, says SAP is taking a
different approach. “I don’t think the industry
in totality will shift to SaaS. I think there will be
more of a balance, maybe a 50-50 mix between
SaaS and in-house applications,” she says.
Lynch says SAP is working to develop a
“master distributor” model – a hosted solution
as opposed to SaaS. The “parent” company
would host the SAP package for branches or
partners to access.
Sage Software is approaching SaaS more
cautiously. “We do have plans to pursue a SaaS
offering but it could also backfire on everyone,”
says Scott Pugmire, senior vertical industry
manager for Sage. “We’re not just assuming it’s
going to be the model in 10 years. We’ve started
in that direction but we haven’t put 100 percent
of our resources into it yet.”
Niche Services
Some companies like Descartes have developed
Web-enabled options for distributors to fill specific needs, including routing, billing and sales
force automation.
BillTrust – a company that provides billing
and invoicing services – doesn’t see itself as a
software company, according to Mitchell Rose,
vice president of marketing. Instead, it sees itself
as a services company. “It’s not like software
where the customer has to install anything on
their end. Almost all our tools are Web-based,
and we’re managing it on our end,” Rose says.
BillTrust’s online archive and retrieval system allows customer service representatives at
any site in an organization to access any invoice
that has been sent to customers.
“Almost half of all the customer service calls
received are related to billing,’” Rose says. “We
developed this product to make it even easier
for reps to answer those questions.”
Improved communication was also the
driving force behind the development of Tour de
Force, a customer relationship management and
sales force automation software package that
operates within Microsoft Outlook.
Matt Hartman, president and CEO of MRH
Technologies, developed Tour de Force to fix the
“disconnect” he saw between the operational
side of selling and the transactional side of selling.
“If an outside salesperson generates a quote
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for a customer and that customer then calls an
inside salesperson to ask questions or place an
order based on that quote, the inside salesperson
doesn’t have to hunt down the outside salesperson to get the information,” Hartman said.
“There’s more rapid access to customer communication.”
Making the Decision
Technology is constantly changing, and one of
the challenges distributors and software providers face is to balance the present with the future.
Industry experts say that whether an application is SaaS-based or hosted on a distributor’s server in-house, distributors should look at

■

whether that application fits with their overall
goals.
Many distributors buy technology and view
it as a cost of doing business rather than a strategic tool to facilitate their business model, according to Elliott. Elliott offered up this analogy: “If
I’m out in the rain and looking for shelter, a tent
looks good until the rain stops. When the rain
stops, I see the house that I could have had.
“Think about where you want to be five
years from now, and have a trusted advisor help
you map that out. Make sure that technology
you invest in is consistent with your corporate
strategy.”

MDM Interview

NetSuite Grows on SaaS Platform
How CEO Zach Nelson views the future of the public software provider
NetSuite, San Mateo, CA, holds a unique place
in the distribution software industry. The company’s core ERP product is based on Software as
a Service, an emerging technology in distribution. The company is also one of the few public
software providers in the market; NetSuite went
public at the end of 2007.
Though it recorded a net loss, NetSuite’s
sales were up 44 percent to $40.4 million in the
third quarter.
NetSuite is a vendor of on-demand, integrated business management software suites for
mid-market enterprises and divisions of large
companies.
CEO Zach Nelson spoke with MDM about
his company’s focus on the distribution sector,
going public, the growth it is seeing with its
SaaS-based ERP product, and its plan to serve
companies that do business in the global marketplace.
MDM: When did NetSuite start targeting the
distribution vertical?
Zach Nelson: The distribution vertical found us.
Why wholesale distribution became our biggest
vertical was not by any big strategy of NetSuite.
There are two key features in NetSuite that I
believe attracted distributors to us. The first was
that it was an integrated suite – the big idea of
tying together your front and back office in a
single application. The business processes of
wholesaler distributors really mandate that level
of integration.

The second feature was the Software as a
Service aspect. It’s not that distributors were
looking for SaaS, but what they were looking
for was an application that was easily accessible
from anywhere they had points of location. By
definition, a distributor is a distributed business.
They have warehouses in Colorado, headquarters in Los Angeles, and manufacturing partners
in China. So an application that was easily accessible across the globe, literally, was an important
feature that drew distributors to us.
In 2003, we took the step of creating a vertical version of NetSuite for wholesaler distributors. It quickly became 20 percent to 30 percent
of our customer base.
MDM: What size of company do you target?
ZN: It all varies. About 500 employees and
below. But if you look at the distribution business that basically encompasses almost every
distributor in the U.S.
MDM: Are you seeing more small distributors
starting to take an interest in your product?
ZN: I think distributors of all size look at a product like NetSuite very quickly. Because even if
you’re a small distributor, your business process
is still very complicated, right? It’s as complex
to run a small distributor in many ways as it is
to run a large distributor. You just don’t have the
money and the resources.
So in many cases, NetSuite makes even
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more sense for a small distributor because of the
efficiencies you get and the fact that you don’t
have to manage the systems. You don’t have to
have all these IT people. You can just focus on,
quite frankly, the complexity of running your
business, not the complexity of running your
software.
MDM: Does going public have an impact on
how you operate?
ZN: We didn’t need to raise capital. It was really
a symbol to our customers of the size that we’d
grown to and the stability of the company. We
are traded on the New York Stock Exchange. It
was a pretty big statement about the long-term
plan for this company. And that is to be the next
great software company. It’s not like we built
this to become a company that gets gobbled up
or flipped to somebody else. The whole company has been built with the idea of being the
next SAP. And doing it on-demand in a much
easier way.
Post-IPO, NetSuite is focused on doubling
down on strategy.

MDM: Are there challenges to getting as big as
you want to be? How will you continue to meet
your customers’ needs?
ZN: The next challenge for us to do that is to
begin to expand NetSuite’s footprint outside the
U.S., and to provide a global face to our customers and a global solution because our customers
and distributors want to be able to sell anywhere
in the world.
That’s the promise of the Web. They want to
be able to source from anywhere in the world.
That’s the next big step.
And on the product side, one of the things
that we announced this year was OneWorld,
the ability to do multi-company consolidation
around the globe. Larger distributors, and even
smaller distributors, are starting to think about
how they source globally and how they sell
globally.
Functionality like OneWorld’s is going to
be important to them to be able to manage their
subsidiaries as distinct units, but then, to consolidate the finances and the sales across those
subsidiaries.

The Growing Role of the Internet
Industry experts: Build the Web into your overall business strategy
This is part of a series looking at the distribution
software industry. This article examines the role the
Internet is playing in driving change in the way
distributors do business.
By Jenel Stelton-Holtmeier
and Lindsay Young
In the last decade, the Internet has been one of
the key drivers of technology development.
“The Internet is the backbone today for
anybody that’s in distribution, anybody in the
supply chain and supply chain execution,” Rod
Winger, Epicor’s director of product marketing.
“You could not do what we do today without
the Internet.”
e-Commerce
The emphasis on having information available
anytime from anywhere has been a driving force
behind many companies’ moving into the realm
of e-commerce, doing business with suppliers
and customers online.
“Doing business over the Web as part of

a multichannel strategy is absolutely critical,”
says Mike Briglia, vice president for wholesale
distribution/consumer packaged goods at IBM
Corp. “Customers will be at the point if they’re
not there already where they will demand it and
consider it a minimum requirement to do business with them, especially for routine inquiries
such as product catalogs, order status and pricing.”
Chief Technology Officer Ross Elliott of
supply chain execution software provider Accellos agrees. “For society in general, the Internet
has created a ‘now’ mentality,” he says. “I want
what I want – and I want it now. And if you
don’t have it, somebody else’s Web site will.”
Activant has seen an increased interest in its
e-commerce platform offerings, says Vice President and General Manager Russ Mellott. For
smaller distributors, e-commerce is more about
providing an order platform for their customers.
On the mid-sized and larger end of the spectrum, distributors see e-commerce as a customer
service and CRM tool in addition to an ordering
platform, Mellott says.
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Creating an effective e-commerce site can
be a challenge, especially on the smaller end
of the market. “Every article I see says you’ve
got to have an e-commerce site that’s easy and
customer friendly,” says Charles Gray, owner
of Machinery & Factory Industrial Supply, a
$15 million distributor in Racine, WI. “We just
haven’t found one that’s affordable for a company our size.”
And having an e-commerce site does not
automatically equal success. H&C Tool Supply
and Hewes Fastener Division, a distributor in
Rochester, NY, introduced online order placement around 2000. “It may have been ahead of
its time or maybe we didn’t sell it appropriately,
but we found that it didn’t catch on with our
customer base,” President Don Waltzer says.
For many distributors, the problem is that
many products require a level of expertise
and service that cannot be provided on a Web
site, according to Steve Epner, founder of BSW
Consulting Group, which advises distributors in
technology decisions.
Waltzer agrees. “Primarily, we sell expertise having to do with a product. That’s being
delivered through a face-to-face meeting with a
salesperson,” he says. “E-commerce tends to be
an alternative that delegates a lot of the effort
onto the customer.”
Companies considering e-commerce generally want to improve efficiencies and decrease
customer representative time, said Gary Rippen,
Infor’s director of distribution industry marketing.
“But I have yet to hear a distributor say
that’s going to replace their sales reps.”
The Web can be successful with products
that are considered commodities – products that
differ little from supplier to supplier. And even
with highly engineered products, e-commerce
can play a vital role in replenishment and future
fulfillment. Once they have identified a product
that fits their needs, customers can go online and
reorder.
“There is a new generation of users that
are significantly more comfortable doing it that
way,” Epner says. The key is finding the proper
balance between face-to-face service and online
convenience.
E-commerce may also allow distributors to
become direct-to-consumer sellers for certain
items, says Scott Pugmire, senior vertical industry manager for Sage Software.
Small ticket items or overstocks could be
sold on the Internet either through a distributor’s own site or through eBay stores or Amazon.

Other Roles
Though the focus of e-commerce is often placed
on catalog accessibility and electronic ordering, the range of options with e-commerce is
immense. Anytime a transaction involves the
Web – from email quotes to selection of delivery
options – that is considered e-commerce.
In fact, some specialized functions within
e-commerce may be more readily available to
smaller distributors that aren’t ready or able
to move to a fully functional and automated ecommerce site. BillTrust works with distributors
and their customers to transition to electronic
billing. “Not only is e-billing more green, but
it can also save the distributor lots of money.
A typical distributor can save 75 percent on
sending a bill electronically versus sending it
by paper,” says Mitchell Rose, vice president of
marketing.
By using BillTrust’s electronic invoice presentment and payment (EIPP) system, contractors can view bills and payment history, or make
payments. And distributors can decide which
payments to make available to their customers.
With credit card fees eating into profit margins,
that option is important, Rose says.
Web portals can also allow better management of inventory, particularly for vendors
who utilize delivery fleets, says Chris Jones,
Descartes‘ executive vice president for solutions and services. “Mobile technology allows
the warehouse to be able to track what’s on
each truck and better determine amounts when
restocking,” Jones said. “And, that’s all possible
because of the Internet.”
Facilitating Globalization
In many ways, the Internet has helped make the
farthest reaches of the earth accessible to businesses both large and small. The Web has transformed business into an anywhere-at-anytime
institution. “Our customers want to be able to
sell anywhere in the world. They want to be able
to source from anywhere in the world,” says
Zach Nelson, president of NetSuite, a Softwareas-a-Service ERP provider. “That’s the promise
of the Web.”
But while technological advances may
provide new opportunities in a global economy,
doing business in a multinational environment
creates its own set of challenges that software
companies must understand to help their clients
compete. Those in the industry say that software
packages should include ways to translate information between different languages, be capable
of multiple currency transactions and be adaptable to local regulations and customs to allow
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businesses to do business.
Sometimes the most effective way to meet
those challenges is by utilizing niche software to
adapt existing business operations to new needs.
As part of its logistics offerings, Descartes can
manage cross-border customs filings, something
Descartes’ Jones says is an aspect of multinational business that some companies may not think
about enough.
Many bigger players are adapting their fullpackage ERP offerings to assist with the transition to international business operations. “One
of the major reasons we acquired iScala (in 2004)
was to roll out the global infrastructure it had
into our other product lines,” Epicor’s Winger
says. For example, the iScala platform includes
capabilities for more than 40 languages.
SAP, which focuses more on organic growth,
took many of its cues from businesses in Europe
for how to adapt their offerings. “In the U.S.,
you don’t really have to worry about the laws
in Illinois being significantly different than the
laws in Indiana. But in Europe, you do have to
worry about the laws in Germany versus the
laws in France,” says Karen Lynch, SAP’s vice
president of global wholesale distribution.
As such, adoption rates of new technology
and willingness to look to the Web for conducting business is higher in Europe than in North
America. But, that will have to change if North
American companies want to succeed in the
global marketplace, Nelson says.
NetSuite recently rolled out its OneWorld
product. “Functionality like OneWorld’s going
to be very important to distributors to be able to
manage their subsidiaries as distinct units, but
then, to consolidate the finances and the sales
across those subsidiaries,” Nelson says. The
product is designed to manage, from one Webbased account, companies with multiple subsidiaries, business units and legal entities. Local
users see the application in their own language
and can make and track transactions in the local
currency. “It’s really made for the Internet age,”
Nelson says.
Improved Communication
Before the Web, doing business electronically
was cumbersome. Manual data entry happened
at many levels, and internal order approval
could take days. The introduction of Electronic
Data Interchange as an intermediary helped
facilitate some of this.
“The old technology underlying EDI is so
obsolete, it’s laughable,” says Tim Reynolds,
president of Tribute Inc., a niche software provider to fluid power and hose distributors. He

forecasts better efficiency will be developed in
the near future. “I think overall data communication between supplier, distributor and customer is likely to be much more in real time.”
With the introduction of e-mail, communication in the supply chain has already improved.
In the past five years, e-mail has rapidly become
the standard way of exchanging information
that before had to be called in, faxed or handdelivered.
“I’ve asked distributors at different demonstrations how many sent orders, received confirmations or received sales inquiries over e-mail
five years ago,” says Matt Hartman, president
and CEO of MRH Technologies. “The answer
then was about 5 percent to 10 percent. Today,
it’s a very high percentage.”
An intermediary is no longer necessary for
many companies. In the future, people may still
refer to EDI, but what they will be describing is
something completely different than what it has
been, Reynolds says. Additionally, mobile technologies – such as smart phones and wireless Internet – are facilitating data transfer in real-time.
“Tracking, mobile, wireless – we’re seeing all
those pieces come together in a single integrated
solution,” says Jones, of Descartes. “And what’s
driving it is the cost of mobile technology and
data plans are coming down dramatically.”
There are a variety of options that companies can consider – and likely will consider – for
how to improve data exchanges, Reynolds says.
“But, we all now are on a technical foundation to
allow us to meet those needs over the next five
years.”
Internet and Growth
Many distributors are rethinking their e-commerce strategies, according to IBM’s Briglia.
“They all have their eyes on a bigger prize, once
the basics are done well,” he says. “They will
be pretty aggressive evolving these strategies
toward higher level services and more collaborative commerce both with their customers and
their manufacturer suppliers.”
This is where business intelligence initiatives can play a role, he says. Distributors can
leverage order information to drive real-time
promotions online. “It’s a huge opportunity for
wholesale distributors to create some real value
in this space, as well as to redefine their value
proposition with customers and manufacturers.”
Distributors face the constant challenge of
using technology smartly in their growth plans.
“For technology providers, the rate of change
is so high and so fast. The challenge is how do
we continue to progress at that rate of change
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while at the same time taking care of your current customers?” says Richard Sides, senior vice
president for Ramco Systems Corp. ERP OnDemand North America. As a Software as a Service
product, Ramco’s OnDemandERP enables companies to progress through the technology curve
without having to manage it.
The Internet should become a key part of a
distributor’s strategy.
Says Elliott: “What distribution companies
■

have to do is to make the Internet a key component of their overall value proposition rather
than a separate channel.”
There’s no denying the Web will continue to
play an even bigger role in how distributors do
business, especially as younger people who are
used to doing business electronically move into
management. “The winners 10 years from now
are going to be guys who put the Web at the
center of their business,” Nelson says.

MDM Interview

Optimizing Transportation Networks
Descartes capitalizes on increasing demand for more efficient logistics
Routing and other transportation-based software is
seeing growing demand in the wholesale distribution industry. Part of the demand can be attributed
to volatile gas prices over the past year. Descartes’
executive vice president of Solutions and Services,
Chris Jones, spoke with MDM about trends the
transportation logistics software provider is seeing in
this area.
MDM: What does your company do?
Chris Jones: The company has been around
since 1981. We focus on transportation-centric
logistic solutions – everything from routing to
contract carrier management systems, not only
for surface-based like trucks but also air and
ocean. We are the largest logistics messaging
network in the world. We also do cross-border
customs filings.
Routing is probably about a third of our
business. Our customers are everybody from
wholesale distribution to retailers to specialty
logistics services.
MDM: Within wholesale distribution, what
needs do you fill?
CJ: Route planning. And then you move into
more execution-oriented things, such as dispatch, tracking, mobile and wireless. That’s all
coming together. And then putting those pieces
together in an single integrated solution. What’s
driving that is the cost for mobile technology
and data plans have come down dramatically.
So you take a driver out running his route and
use GPS tracking and track arrivals and departures, and how much product they’ve dropped
off or picked up. All of these things can be done
for less than $100 a month now. In some cases if
you’re using Java phone technology, you don’t

even pay for the phone.
MDM: What else outside of routing is the
wholesale distribution industry looking at?
CJ: Let me divide it up. Routing has typically
been associated with our private suite. And a lot
of these folks also use contract carriers. What we
are seeing is a desire to be able to manage those
pieces together. They may have a part of their
business that’s related to their fleet, like the classic distribution that they do for their customers.
But the contract carriers may be used for their
inbound products, materials and products they
would sell.
Well, if I’m out there with a delivery and
I deliver my goods, what do I have? I have
an empty truck. Well, can I look at using that
truck to do some of the work my contract carriers would have done? And so how do I bring
those two things together because if I run them
separately I’ll never capture that. We’re seeing
more and more customers interested in merging
these pieces together. This could really take their
transportation costs down.
MDM: What do you expect to see over the next
five years, particularly in software?
CJ: You’re going to see people wanting more
capabilities and more sophisticated transportation products. A product we’ve come up with
is reservations technology. We’re allowing our
customer’s customer to pick their delivery time.
And not only are we giving them the time they
want, but we’re also doing at less cost than they
were probably doing it before. And so you’re
going to see more sophistication on one end and
on the other you’re going to see how can I make
this as ubiquitous and low cost as possible.
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Trends in Warehouse Management
Market is projected to grow at annual rate of 7.3% over the next five years
The Warehouse Management Systems market is
growing rapidly, as technology has scaled to meet the
needs of even the smallest distributors. This article
looks at trends in WMS.
By Jenel Stelton-Holtmeier
The Warehouse Management System (WMS)
industry is facing a “technology refresh,” driving
many companies to upgrade systems they may
have been using for more than a decade. “The
old technology just isn’t available anymore,”
says Steve Banker, service director for Supply
Chain Management at the ARC Advisory Group.
WMS functionality has advanced well
beyond inventory lists and tables. The increased
pace of technology has also expanded access of
Warehouse Management Systems to more small
wholesaler-distributors.
As a result, WMS sales in wholesale distribution are projected to grow at a compounded
annual growth rate of 7.3 percent over the next
five years, Banker says.
The Technology
Companies that want to upgrade find themselves looking at completely new systems with
advancements not only in platform – from green
screen to today’s Windows-based platforms –
but also in user interface.
Banker identified two key trends in warehouse management systems: voice recognition
for real-time data management and more robust
graphical user interfaces (GUI). These trends
have shifted warehouse management from a
text- and table-based system to one that is less
complex and more interactive.
Voice recognition, also known as pick-byvoice, automatically updates inventory counts as
items are picked or returned to the warehouse.
“It’s really very useful if you’re working in a
warehouse that handles a lot of onesies and twosies for orders,” Banker says.
Significant changes have also taken place in
how GUI is applied to WMS. In the early stages,
developers used diagrams and maps to monitor
inventory.
Although this was a step up from manual
monitoring, it still relied heavily on drop-down
menus and text-based tables.
“If you were to do a search of 10 WMS suppliers on the Internet, you would find that very

few of them would have a good business intelligence model or a good dashboard interface,”
Banker said.
Recently, however, some new software companies have begun using existing technology
from video games for a more visual experience
in warehouse management.
For example, instead of a warning light directing the user to drop-down tables, clicking on
the light will bring up a 3D image of the warehouse and show the user the problem’s nature
and exact location.
“This is how the human brain works,”
Banker says. “We’re very visual, we’re very
spatially oriented, and I think there are a lot of
things where we can intuitively make better
decisions without having to write a mathematical analysis to figure it out.”
The development of this technology, led by
Next View Software, Inc., Orange, CA, takes
warehouse efficiencies to a new level, according
to Banker.
Warehouse managers can see everything
from the warehouse layout to picking routes in
real time. They can review order processing and
can establish training modules in the warehouse
itself.
“I looked at this and thought, ‘Wow this is
really cool stuff,’” Banker says.
New Targets
Even as the technology advances, more companies are beginning to target the distributor who
may have just a single location. When WMS was
first utilized, an implementation at a single site
could have cost upward of $1 million, including
customization.
Now WMS companies have developed
programs with less robust functionality that can
be installed for $50,000 and be up and running
in less than a month.
“For companies that were previously relying on paper-based systems, these programs
provide payback in less than a year,” Banker
says.
And smaller distributors don’t usually
require the same level of functionality that the
national players do, making these smaller models a more attractive option.
Banker says options for smaller distributors
will continue to evolve as technology pushes
forward.
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Pricing Software Grows in Distribution
Distributors consider better ways to maximize margins through technology
This article looks at the growing market for pricing
software in distribution.
By Lindsay Young
For many distributors, managing inventory
through software was a significant shift in how
they viewed the strategic use of technology.
Next up: Pricing.
Thanks to economic uncertainty and volatile
costs, pricing is top of mind for many distributors right now as a strategy to preserve and
expand gross margin.
“The way I think of it is this: In the old
days, distributors learned how to manage their
inventory using computer systems,” says Tim
Reynolds, president of Tribute Inc., a software
provider to fluid power and hose distributors
that also provides a pricing function. “If you
have 20,000 SKUs, you can’t do it in somebody’s
brain. You have to have a system. Now inventory management is really quite sophisticated,
even in very small companies.”
He says the same can happen with pricing.
“To really do the market analysis and get the
pricing correct for each item and customer –
that’s what strategic pricing is about.”
Market Reach
Very few distributors have jumped feet first into
software designed exclusively for pricing analysis. The cost and time required to set up complex
enterprise pricing solutions is still prohibitive
for many smaller and mid-sized distributors.
Instead, smaller and mid-sized distributors
are starting small, using simpler, less comprehensive pricing software or add-ons to their
current systems that analyze pricing on a surface
level. Some distributors have built pricing systems in-house within their legacy systems.
“What we are seeing is increased competitive intensity as the economy tightens,” says
Brandt Hurd, director of sales engineering at
Zilliant, an enterprise pricing software provider.
“These guys want to grow their revenue and
preserve bottom-line profitability.”
Creating a standard off-the-shelf package
is difficult in pricing, says Jon Ladle, president
of on-demand pricing software provider Advanous, due to differences across distribution
verticals. “But we are not a long time away from
figuring that out.”

“Some of the advanced algorithms and pricing optimization techniques for large distributors will be able to moved into a downstreamtype model once distribution as a whole gets
its arms around what a typical pricing package
looks like,” Ladle says.
Hurd says Zilliant is working to develop a
more efficient solution that will go downscale.
“I think there’s still a cutoff today of $200 million or $300 million before the economics make
sense,” he says.
“But maybe just a year ago, the cutoff was
$1 billion.”
More and more, distributors with sales of
$100 million and up are starting to show interest,
Ladle says. “You see large distributors as early
adopters, and hopefully it will trickle down
from there, but we need to do more education
on what is out there and what the software is
capable of.”
Simplifying the Process
The enterprise pricing software solutions use
complex algorithms to help distributors determine the best price for a particular product to
a particular customer. “What we do with the
software is make sure that we can extend the
insight from these algorithms to the front lines,”
Hurd says.
Systems will typically provide one marketaligned price or a series of prices, depending on
the distributor’s needs. The sales rep will start at
a recommended point and will be told not to go
below a floor-level price.
Despite the complexities that go into the
calculations, the idea is to simplify the process
at the distributor level – instead of providing
analysis that a sales rep has to interpret. Sales
reps often don’t see anything different on their
screen than before – except for the numbers.
Some training is necessary though so that salespeople understand what is going into the prices
they are seeing on their screens.
Future Growth
Hurd is optimistic for growth in the distribution
industry. “Pricing is black and white, and the returns and gains in profitability are measurable,”
he says. “In tough economic times, this sector of
the software space is rising above others because
people are very pragmatic about where they
spend their software dollar.”
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The key for distributors is ensuring they’ve
chosen the right package for their current pricing needs.
“Distributor margins are so thin that they
have to be very certain when they go sign a contract to spend hundreds of thousands or even
millions of dollars. They want to make sure the

■

returns are there,” Ladle says.
“Pricing in particular involves a lot of facets,
so they have to feel committed to it and comfortable that they can get this implemented. Once
they make that decision and make that commitment we believe that can be a game-changing
event for them.”

MDM Interview

Helping Distributors Go Paperless
BillTrust in market to help distributors save money through electronic billing
BillTrust’s Mitchell Rose, vice president of marketing, spoke with MDM about how some distributors
have moved to electronic billing.
MDM: Tell me a little bit about your company.
Mitchell Rose: We started in 2001. And the
people that started this company had a strong
background in bill presentment and payment
with a few different companies. They recognized
a need in particular with markets like distribution where bills are sent out on a daily basis, for
more expertise and more support that could be
given to companies in markets like distribution
to get those bills out the door in a timely manner.
We serve a few different markets but distribution is our strongest. Every company that’s in
business has bills that they have to present and
send to customers for payment. We are experts
in that billing process, including how the bills
should be presented and designed. We offer a
range of different delivery methods for how
those bills get sent. We’ve developed a lot of
unique tools that are very specific to the distribution market in terms of bill delivery.
MDM: How do you fill needs in the wholesale
distribution market?
MR: We just recently completed the formation of
an advisory council. We have eight distributors
across different verticals who provide us with
input on trends that are taking place, services
that they are looking for moving forward, and
help with steering the product development efforts that we’re focusing on in the market. We’ve
also developed a few different products specifically to help the wholesale distribution market.
One of them is bullpenning. Bullpenning
let’s the distributor set a dollar amount and a
number of days that we’ll hold the bills before

we send them. Say a contractor comes into a
branch and spends $10. The next time they
come in they spend $50, and the next time, $20.
A lot of systems would just send each of those
bills out. And every time you send that bill out,
there’s the paper cost, the postage and the labor.
With bullpenning, we hold those bills in the
“pen” until a threshold is met and then we send
out one bill for the whole thing. You’re saving on
materials, you’re saving on postage, processing,
and so on. It can save distributors a lot of money.
Most other companies really aren’t sending out bills every single day. If you think about
your utility company or the phone company or
bottled water companies or even manufacturing companies, they might send out bills once
a week or once a month. But the distribution
market many are sending them out every day.
One thing that makes us feel good about
our company and really makes a lot of our
distributors feel good is the move toward being
paperless. Instead of everything going out by
U.S. Mail, the real objective is to move contractors off paper and move them into electronic bill
delivery. Once that happens, you’ve eliminated
the envelopes, you’re eliminated the stamps and
in a lot of cases you’ve eliminated the paper that
the invoices are printed on.
Instead, it gets sent to them by email or they
could go to a Web site that we call Invoice Gateway. When they go to the Invoice Gateway site,
they can go in and view all of their bills. They
can pick the bills they want to pay. They can pay
them right online. And, the entire transaction
could be done electronically, without any paper.
This is really an important thing for the industry. You’ll see in HVAC and plumbing the move
toward green is a pretty big deal. This helps support that overall movement.
The big picture there is that we’ve developed the software to do two things: One, make
sure that the experience for the contractor of
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getting the bills electronically is a good one.
Because if it’s not a good one, they’ll go right
back to paper. Two, to make sure the distributor benefits and saves a lot of money. A typical
distributor can save 75 percent on sending a bill
electronically versus sending it by paper.
MDM: What barriers have your company had to
overcome?
MR: The most common barrier you’ll get to using Invoice Gateway is people that are just not
comfortable with computers. In the contractor
market there will be a range of users, a range of
customer preferences, just like in any market.
Some of them are very savvy and comfortable and want to be using the newest and
greatest technology to improve their businesses.
Others, well they’re old-timers and they’re very
comfortable with how things are and aren’t going to be open to change.
There’s no question that the fast pace of
technology is not just impacting the distribution
market but it’s impacting the contractor market
significantly. One of the big major goals of the
distributor is to make sure that they are satisfying their customers and that they’re easy to do
business with, and to do that they need to make
sure they’re offering the right services to meet
the diverse needs of the market.
Some contractors want to use the latest
technology in which case they’d want to be able
to view and pay their bills online. And others
simply will not be comfortable with anything
but just getting a bill in the mail.
■

Tips for Outsourced Billing
Use the file format the billing provider recommends.
Make the process simple by keeping the IT
department out of it. Train the credit department for email and fax billings, and customer
service representatives to sign customers up for
emailed invoices.
Ask potential providers whether they have a
single point of failure that would shut down their
systems, and therefore impede mailing. What
are their redundancies?
Ask whether your mail will be mixed with the
mail of other customers.
Look at the provider’s geographic location and
the location of its print facility relative to the
footprint of your company.
MDM: Do you think the relationship between
distributors and their customers will change?
MR: I think that is really key. A good software
solution is going to make sure that it actually
enhances the relationship rather than detracting
from that relationship.
The service must enhance the relationship,
whatever the service is. If a distributor were to
go to a contractor and say the only way to do
business with us from now on or to look up
information on one of products is online, I don’t
think that would be a good business strategy.
You have very different user groups and
they have very diverse needs.

MDM Interview

On Consolidation, Change & the Web
BSW Consulting’s Steve Epner, Jeff Gusdorf talk trends in the market
Brown Smith Wallace Consulting Group works with
distributors in making decisions about technology.
The firm publishes an annual Distribution Software
Guide. Two of the firm’s leaders provided MDM with
their perspective on the choice distributors have to
make today in distribution software.
MDM: Can I just get a little bit of history of
your company and its involvement with distribution software?
Steve Epner: We help companies decide what
to buy. The company was started in 1976, and
along the way we found that there were many
smaller companies in many of the vertical dis-

tribution associations that really couldn’t afford
to hire help. It was suggested that we publish a
guide with the research that we had done and
make it available. Those who could afford us
would still come to us, but those who couldn’t
would get a wonderful membership benefit for
associations. Pretty soon we had over 50 associations providing our guide as a membership
benefit.
The software guide has expanded from six
vendors, and only between 18 and 24 pages, to
now where we can’t even fit everything into a
printed book. The majority of it is online though
we send out an 84-page book just to remind
people that it’s out there.
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The guide can be found at http://www.
software4distributors.com.
MDM: Over the last few years, there’s been
quite a bit of consolidation in software companies. Is that good for the distributors? Or is that
good for any industry that’s looking for new
software?
Jeff Gusdorf: The answer to that question
is both yes and no. If you look at the whole
software marketplace, you see consolidation
occurring across the spectrum, whether it’s
tools, databases or application software. It’s very
expensive to build, design, and develop new
software. On one hand, you get bigger and more
sophisticated companies who are able to continue to develop new software, add new features,
and add new functionality.
On the other hand, we have tended to have
software companies focused on particular niches
that might have been medical supply or flooring, for example. And they were typically run by
the founder, so you had a great deal of personal
connection to the company. As companies get
bigger, they tend to become less personal. And
they tend to have a broader scope of vertical
markets that they cover.
One of the things that is unique about industrial distribution is that so many of the companies are family-owned businesses. It’s grandpa
and dad, and now, the son or the daughter. I
think they liked connecting to software companies that also had that same kind of family feel.
We’re kind of getting away from that as you get
into these giant consolidations.
But, we’ve also had consolidation among the
distributors. Distributors are getting bigger for
many of the same reasons. If you’re a $500 million or billion-dollar distributor, you probably
are really comfortable working with a larger
software vendor because longevity is a critical
issue, how the pieces of the software integrate
are critical issues for you because you’re dealing
with hundreds of users, or tens of hundreds of
branches. But I think the statistics say there are
400,000 wholesale distributors in the U.S., and
only 20 percent of those are over $25 million. For
that 80 percent that’s smaller, it can be a challenge to work with these bigger companies.
MDM: How will the Web and online purchasing tools change customer and vendor relationships?
Steve Epner: There’s a new generation of users
that are significantly more comfortable doing

it that way and especially with things being so
tight and profits dropping, people are now really
looking for ways to become more efficient; this
is something that allows them to do it. It will
impact the way relationships are done. There is a
generational exchange.
When I see the kids at the university, they
all communicate with their handheld devices.
They are online 100 percent of the time. And as
Jeff points out in some of the talks that he gives
that’s changing the way people do business.
When you’re always on, that’s a different world
than I was used to where you had to wait for FedEx to come in or somebody to tell you: “Make
sure you turn on your fax machine, I’m going to
send you something.” Now, it’s instantaneous
and 24/7.
Jeff Gusdorf: How it impacts the relationship
also varies by the type of industry. I think Amazon is the greatest thing that’s ever been invented. And for almost anything I buy now, even
if I’m going to buy it locally, I go to Amazon. I
look at it. I see what other people are buying. I
read the user reviews. And I find that invaluable
as a consumer.
If I need some gloves, or if I need some sanitation supplies, I can go to Grainger’s Web site,
or someone else’s Web site and buy in a similar
manner. Online ordering is a wonderful thing
for somebody who’s operating in a Business-toConsumer mode. But in a B-to-B environment
where people are buying or replenish things on
a regular basis, you have hundreds of items, you
have competitive biddings, I don’t think it operates the same way.
A lot of times for industrial items you can’t
really get the same kind of product information
online. You want to talk to somebody. You want
to ask them questions. You need to tap into the
distributor’s expertise. And you don’t necessarily get that when you’re just ordering in an
online environment.
MDM: So what are some of the biggest challenges that you see for both software providers
and distributors in the next five years?
Steve Epner: The software vendors are becoming big businesses. They’re losing some of their
flexibility. And when they lose their flexibility,
they lose the ability to really understand their
customer. It’s become in some ways a take it or
leave it business; we’ve got enough business out
there. The sales guy may not believe that, but
the corporate legal beagles believe that. And, it
changes the relationship.
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We have seen in our own consulting practice
a number of companies that are just ready to spit
nails when you talk about the corporate people
they’ve had to deal with in the conglomerates of
software now.
Jeff Gusdorf: One other development that we’ve
seen is a whole focus on business process and
how business processes get adopted to improve
profitability. People have done lots of good
research.
The National Association of Wholesaler
Distributors has published the distributor value

map which is a model that distributors can
follow for how to improve profitability. Texas
A&M University’s supply chain laboratory has
a consortium that’s published their work for
best practices for wholesale distribution. I think
you’ll see a lot of emphasis on people developing and adopting best practices to improve
profitability.
Incorporating these best practices into the
software to support these goals is something
that we would expect to see over the next five
years.
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If you liked what you read in this
MDM Software Special Report,
subscribe to our premium content today
to receive 24 issues a year filled with more articles
on high-level strategy, economic and market data,
and timely industry trend analysis.

Go to www.mdm.com/subscribe
for immediate online access
to MDM’s premium content
OR

Call 1-888-742-5060
to start your subscription.

If you’d like your co-workers to receive MDM,
call and talk to us today about
a discount for additional subscribers.
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